
In Nepal, John left his health administrative job in very capable hands, as

did Jean with her knitting program involvement. Scores of people enriched our

lives there, both expatriate and Nepali co-workers and friends. As you may
know, UMN is a one-of-a-kind mission, comprised of more than 400 expatriate men
and women from twenty countries, sent to Nepal by thirty-seven Christian
bodies; in addition there are over 1000 Nepalis working with the organization.
Our memory is of friends with many accents and points of view working hard to
bring a fuller life to the people of Nepal, through programs in the fields of

health, education and development, and demonstrating, through life situations and
personal contacts, their understanding of Christian faith and service. We will
not forget all we learned during those nearly four years, or the friends who
became so dear to us. \q$C.
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NEPAL

1 . (Mt . Everest ) . Eileen and I flew into Nepal in January, 1979,
for the 25 th anniversary Annual Meeting of the United Mission to
Nepal. Th 1 s was our first glimpse of that kingdom on top of the
world. as dur plane passedlMt. Everest--the black peak in the cen-
ter-b^.t

*
9 , 000 feet^ffoo high, they told us;"'£err the monsoon snows

whictf level out at about 26,000 feet.

2 . (Mt. Everest , closeup ) . But there is plenty of snow on the peak
at other seasons as this spectacular shot shows, taken by a friend
of ours. Nepal has 60 peaks over 20^000 feet high. Ten of them
are over 26,000 feet high, *oTfrb in the world s-re— ku

mountains over 26,000 feet. Korea is proud of its mountains, and
rightly so, but one of our students at ACTS, a Tibetan, listened
to us praising our mountains here, then he could stand it no long-
er. "The lowest valley in my country," he said gently, "is higher
than your highest mountain"

.

k
Ike

^ V

3 . ( Signs ) . Nepal's peaks are all on the northern edge of the
country, the Tibetan border. These sign-boards point to some of
them,--(Mt. Everest 20 km. away to the right, one says

.)

b. ( Kathmandu ) . But our plane soen circles away from the peaks
to the green basin of the broad plain around the capital' city of
Kathmandu. It lies on this high plateau, five thousand feet in k
altitude, but green with rice paddies.

5. ( Priests & city ) . Here two Buddhist priests on a temple wall
atop one of the few hills on the plain look out across the fields
.to Kathmandu. The city has about a quarter of a million people,
\but there are altogether half a million people on the fertile
plateau^

6 . ( Crowd scene ) . Nepa l Yterc '%*- total population of 13 to lb million^W^j.
people , though its size is half a^ain as large as £. Korea (about
as big as Illinois).

7. ( Mounta in woman ) . There src two distinefi kinds of people in 1W

Neped .r^T-hopo a re^Indo-Nepa 11 s
,
like this mountain woman with her

sharp Aryan features, nose-ring and mountain finery; and her
Hindu mark of purification on her forehead, a sign that she has
been to a temple to cleanse herself of her sins.

8. (Woman in blue ) . The second Nepali type is Tibeto-Nepali
,

like
this woman in blue

;
winnowing rice by the side of the highway:

round-faced and cheerful, more Mongol- like . The Tibeto-Nepalis
arc found -4r» the north«e»=$efc*w?es

,
and are Buddhist; the

Indo-Nepalis are more in the south, and Hindu.

9. ( Man and daughter ) . But most Nepalis are a mixture--both
racially and religiously. It is hard to tell whether this man
is more Indian or Tibetan. He is just Nepali, as the distinctive
Nepali cap proclaims. There are innumerable tribal groups in the
country, and 30 to bo different tribal languages.



1C. ( Annapurna ) . The country is incredibly beautiful. Our con-
ference was held here, at the foot of the towering Annapurna
range, and' the rising sun at breakfast would turn the white
tops of the mountains rosy pink.

11. ( Suspension bridge ) . In the gorges below the peaks, moun-
tain streams rush through green valleys past thatched-roof
mountain villages.

12. ( Patient ) . Eut it is a land of sharp contrasts. The land
incredibly beautiful, and the people incredibly poor. They
told us that Nepal is the second poorest country in the world.
(I don't know what the poorest is). 'These are the best clothes
this man owns, as he sits on a ho-sp-i-tel bench wrapping himself
against the morning chill.

13. (
,,Toman & .babies ). We saw this woman sitting in a street on

a mat, n g her babies. -One of thosebabies will die before
it is five years old, statistically speaking. *'50$ of all Nepali
babies die before their fifth birthday.

lb. ( Girl & baby ) . Yet the babies keep coming and the birth-rate
keeps climbing, contributing to the poverty. Food production
increases a little ev^ry year but not enough to keep up with the
birth-rate. So the country gets poorer.

15. ( Bare hills ) . And food production won't increase indef initely

,

for the land is being stripped. 90$ of Nepal’s forests are al-
ready gone. Unlike Korea, Nepal has no coal to use as fuel to
save the forests.

16. ( Landslide ) . The result of the deforestation is erosion and
after erosion corne the landslides, blocking highways ,a»d some-
times wiping out whole villages. Part of the problem ls^hese
Himalyan mountains are the youngest in the world. That's why
they are the highest, but that's also why they are ^unstable

,

still shifting and settling, touching off slides like this
which we passed on the Chinese communist-built east-west high-
wayg--one of the only two main roads in the country.

1?. ( Kathmandu ) . The couat^ryJ-s capital is Kathmandu, and this is
one of its main streets, coming in from the airport. It is
still a mediaeval city. The whole atmosphere is mediaeval.

IP. ( Immigration office ) . Mediaeval and isolated. This is all
they have for their national immigration office, because no one
immigrates into Nepal. Tourists come and go, but no one stays.
The three-wheeled bicycle at left is a taxi. (They do have
cars )

.

19. (Street scene). Cows are the principal traffic hasards--sacred
cows. If a driver has to choose between hitting a pedestrian or
a cow, he'll hit the pedestrian. Penalties are much less for
hitting a man, than a cows; It's a Hindu country.



20. ( Elephant ) . There are bigger traffic hazards than cows,
though. Here an elephant lumbers majestically down a Kathmandu
street. Note the mountains on the horizon in the distance--
in Nepal there are always the snow-covered peaks.

21. ( Elephant . close-up ) . Here’s the elephant again, taking over
the whole street, right down the middle stripe. He's carrying
firewood in from the hills.

22. (Elephant gate). There are even special high gates for ele-
phant's^ like this one here. This is one of the marks of a

Nepali palace, but most of the palaces (and there are many) are
not very "rand and rather run-down. Himh above the gate, on the
right, the red figure is a monkey-god. A monkey-god for an UJctw/

elephant gate! It's a strange, mixed-up country.

23. ( UFN gate). There is plenty of religion, but no freedom of
religion in Nepal. Here at the entrance of the United Mission
to Nepal, a Christian mission, the little figure at the rierht

is a Hindu idol. T,Then the missionaries rented the property and
asked permission to remove the idol, they were refused.

( Fission horre ) . This is the very modest home of the Director
of the United Fission to Nepal, who lives on the second floor.

25 . ( Gordon Ruff & SHF ) . Gordon Ruff is United Presbyterian but
directs a mission with 24C missionaries, from 29 different
mi ssi onary societies, and from 16 different countries.

25. ( Old palace ) . The old royal palace in the center of the city
is still beautiful. It was built by the present reigning dy-
nasty which came to power about 200 years ago, led by a chief
from the warlike Gurkha clan, which still gives the British
army some of its toughest and most feared soldiers.

27. ( Close -up ) . The wood-carving, however, was not done by
Gurkhas but by another tribe, the Newars, the older inhabitants
of the Kathmandu plain, famous for their artistry and crafts-
manship .

28. ( Break Street ) . Amoment ago I said Nepal had no immigrants.
That is not quite true. Look the other way from the old palace
and you are in another world, an alien, 20th century world of
drug addicts and drop-outs. This is Break Street, where the
"Don ' t-Pa ss-Fe-By " Cafe on the left offers a grubby touch of
Western food to those who have lost interest in food and who
crave only drums.

29. ( Fountain ) . It's in Nepal that these flower children come
to the end of the road, and they come when their money runs
out because drugs are cheaper here. Three time as I walked
down the street from this fountain in the plaza where the drop-
outs math^r, I was openly approached by drug-pushers offering
me a bargain.
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30 . ( Bookstore ) . Incongruously, I found on Break Street, of
all places, and in a country where conversion to the Christian
faith is prohibited, this bookstore publicly displaying a copy
of a book by Billy Graham, vorld Aflame .

31. ( Tibetans ) . The dropouts of the ,,?est aren't the only
refugees in Kathmandu. These are Tibetans, who fled from their
mountain homeland across the border and found haven in Nepal
when Tibet was taken by the Chinese communists in 1950*

32 . (Wool - spinner ) . In dark refugee camps like this the sturdy
Tibetans set to work to earn a living and start life all over
E^ain, spinning wool and making rugs like their ancestors.

33* ( ban ) . The whole family works together, some drawing out
the thread like this man...

3 ^.

35 .

jo.

*3 7j ( •

38.

39.

40.

41 .

42 .

(Woman ) . While his wife works cheerfully and uncomplainingly
all day at the endless task...

( Boy ) . And their boy plays outside in the sun. He doesn't
know he's a refugee. There's a cheerfulness to their faces
that tells something of the courage of their race. Like the
refugees that poured out of North Korea from the communist
persecut ions--and nev^r gave up hope.

(Weavers ) . And like many Koreans, some of these Tibetans
look startlingly like American Indians--probably the same
ancestry--as they weave their gorgeous rums.

( Rug shops ) . Outside, on the street that leads back Into
the city, the rug shops hang out the beautiful patterned rugs,
while sacred cows stroll past indifferently. Like the old
Peking rugs, those carpets wear like iron.

( £ H h buying ) . AftcL-I cou

I

-dn 1—e&e 1-s

t

. And I

couldn't resist the price, $80 for a 6 x 3 that would sell
outside Nepal for $250 or more.

( Saleswoman ) . I thought I was cheating the Tibetan woman
who sold it to me, but from the smile that came over her face
when I handed her the money, I'm not sure who was cheating
whom

.

( Swayambhu Ns th ) . In the other direction outside Kathmandu
this temple stands on a small hill in the plain.

( Courtyard ) . The jumbled disorder of the courtyard is a

symbol of the scrambled mixture of religions that is character-
istic of the country.

( Buddha ' s eye ) . The huge blue eye of Buddha on the gilded
pagoda proclaims the temple to be Buddhist, though the country
is officially Hindu. The "eye" is the dominant Buddhist
symbol there, not the swast ifcka . . . not even the Buddhist statues..
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53 . (Bible). And you can carry and read a Nepali Bible like
this one in the hands of a Nepali woman. Bibles are not danger-
ous because most Nepali cannot read anyway. The country is 85/°

illiterate . Only 10 to 15 people out of a hundred can read.

pb. ( Executive ) . But to change your religion from Hindu to

Christian, for example, as this man did, means arrest and im-

prisonment. 6 months in jail. And when he baptized another
convert, just a few weeks before we met him, --as he explained
to us, that means he faces a possible 6 years in jail. ($•**«» m- ey

55* ( Plywood ) . But the people in his town don’t want to put him
in jail. He’s too useful and well- liked. He's not a preacher.
He's an engineer and administrator and business executive, in
this combination plywood factory...

56 . ( Kach ine ) . ...machine shop and technical training institute
which for the first time is bringing modern industry into his
part of rural Nepal.

*?« *

$1 j, ,
- C^UA4

VrvfrcL

57. ( Turbine ) . This is what the missionaries do there, since
public evangelism is forbidden. They find useful work to do,
things that will help the country develope . These turbines the
missionary is working on brought electricity to the whole city.

\No wonder they don't want to put him. in jail.
i llwiVvv , C-

tti

58. ( Doctor ) . Others are doctors, like this woman examining a
patient's goiter. /Instead of throwing the Christian doctors
out of the country, the people won't let them leave.

59. ( Tan sen hes-p-bfea 1 ) The very first doctor, western style,
to enter Nepal was Dick Underwood's brother- in- laxv, Carl
Priederichs

,
who walked into the hills ^dld some emergency

operations on a dirt floor, ways practically mobbed as a

yqb ' miracle worker, [and now has this hospital in Tansen. {fa *
oj swy)

rfc.

^ A- 60 . ( K 1 s t s in. valley ) . Its out at the end of nowhere, so high
when you look out of the window down the valley fcaiaw, the
clouds are below you. But it is the best hospital in the
country

.

61. ( Tansen ridge). But in Nepali terms, it still wasn’t very
high. Over the ridge the other way from the hospital were
the snowy peaks of the really high mountains, and our friends
wanted us to see what they were doing there.

62

.

( Nepal bus ). We'll go by bus, they said. And my heart
fell, because I had seen Nepali buses.

63

.

( Fountain highway ) . I had also seen the Nepali roads we
would have to follow-- landslides on one side, a sheer drop
for hundreds of feet on the other.

64. (Our bus) • But I felt better when I saw the bus they had
for us--deluxe

,
and a pretty girl to ride with--my wife.

65 . ( Bus stop ) . A bus stop in a Nepal mountain town is an
experience. The whole town stops and comes out to greet the bus.
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B 3 . ( Statue ) . Though there is a golden Euddha in the temple,
framed behind erlass and guarded by a rouerh- looking priest.
Note the roitf of prayer candles burning at the base of the
imaere

.

EE. ( Neophytes ) . Around the corner a e-roup of young novices
are in training for the priesthood. Priests in different parts
of the world wear different countries: saffron yellow in
Bangkok, e-ray in Korea, deep, dark red in Nepal.

E5 . ( Masks ) . But right next to the Buddhist part of the temple
is a buildine- o-uarded by a row of spirit masks, showing how
deeply the country’s primitive animism (spirit worship) has
infiltrated its later Buddhism.

E6 . ( H indu shrine ) . But the country itself is officially Hindu.
So the Buddhist temple has this Hindu shrine for those who
want to touch all the religious bases. [They say there is
even an altar somewhere on the hill in the temple to Jesus
Christ, though we could not find it. Any god will do, so long
as he is willing to share the space with other gods.

E?. ( King Blrendra ) . King Birendra of Nepal, riding with his
queen on an elephant, is a god in his own right, a Hindu god,
and Nepal is the only Hindu kingdom in the world, though it
was in Nepal that Buddha was born.

E8. ( New palace ) . But Hindu god though he may be, he lives in
this modern, antiseptic looking new palace instead of the
mellow old wooden palace of his forebears.

K9 . ( Kumar

i

) . He's not the only living god in the kingdom. Back
in the city plaza we heard a cry and saiv people rushing to a
Hindu temple in once of the corners, and through a doorway we
sew an attendant carrying out this little 5-year-old girl,
with her frozen, painted face and empty eyes. "A real, living
goddess," they told us. "Her name is Kumari, and once a year
even the king comes to worship her.

50. ( Palanquin ) . From time to time, and we happened by at the
rlp-ht time, she is broup-ht out for a procession and carried
throup-h the streets in this red sedan-chair for the common
people to see and worship. But when she reaches puberty, she will
lose her deity and be discarded for another eroddess--another
little ffirl chosen at age three for a brief empty reiprn as the
proddess Kumari.

51. ( Kathmandu ) church ) . There is also a little Christian church
in Kathmandu, led by this Nepali pastor. Nepal is a closed
country, religiously speaking, but that does not mean it is
illegal to be a Christian. What is prohibited is changing your
religion. So if you are already a Christian you can worship
openly like ^ . C 'M O-

1
5 Hy 6^

5S. ( Be

v

. aobert Karthak ) . So if you are already a Christian you
can worship openly like this Nepali pastor and his little
congregation.
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/

1. (Mt. Everest ) . Sam and I flew into Nepal in January, 1979, for
the 25th anniversary Annual Meeting of the United Mission to Nepal.
This was our first glimpse of that kingdom on top of the world.
Our plane passed by Mt. Everest—the black peak in the center

—

black because at 29,000 feet it is above the monsoon snows which
at that season level out at about 26,000 feet.

2. (Mt. Everest , close-up ) . But there is plenty of snow on the
peak at other seasons, as this spectacular shot shows, taken by a
friend of ours. Nepal has 60 peaks over 20,000 feet high. Ten of
them are over 26,000 feet. In fact, though it is a small country
lodged between two giants, India and China, it has eight of the ten
highest mountains in the world. Koreans are very proud of their
mountains, and rightly so, but one or our international students
at the Asian Center for Theological Studies and Mission, a Tibetan,
listened patiently to his Korean friends praising their mountains;
but finally he said gently, "The lowest valley in my country is
higher than your highest mountain.

3. ( Signs ) . The peaks are all on the northern edge of the
country, the Tibetan border. These sign-boards point to some of
them (Mt. Everest, 20 km. away to the right, one says).

4. ( Kathmandu ) . But our plane circled away from the high peaks
to the green basin of the broad plain around the capital city of
Kathmandu. It lies on this high plateau, five thousand feet from
sea level, but green with rice paddies.

5. ( Priests & City ) . Here two Buddhist priests on a temple wall
atop one of the few hills on the plain look out across the fields
to Kathmandu. The city has about a quarter of a million people.
But there are another quarter of a million stretching beyond the
city's borders to the edges of the fertile plateau.

6. ( Crowd Scene ). The total population of Nepal is just over 18

1/2 million, somewhat less than half the population of South Korea,
though Nepal is geographically half again as large.

7. (Mountain Woman ) . There are two distinct types of people in
the country. First are the Indo-Nepalis , like this mountain woman
with her sharp Aryan features, nose-ring and mountain finery; and
her Hindu mark of purification on her forehead, a sign that she has
been to a temple to cleanse herself of her sins.
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8. (Woman in Blue ) . The second Nepali type is Tibeto-Nepali , like
this woman in blue, winnowing rice by the side of the highway:
round-faced and cheerful, more Mongol-like. The Tibeto-Nepalis
come from the north, and are Buddhist; the Indo-Nepalis are more
in the south, and Hindu.

9. (Man and Daughter ) . But most Nepalis are a mixture—both
racially and religiously. It is hard to tell whether this man is
more Indian or Tibetan. He is just Nepali, as the distinctive
Nepali cap proclaims. There are innumerable tribal groups in the
country, and at least 36 different tribal languages and dialects
in a country about the size of Illinois or Wisconsin. The official
language is Nepali.

10. (Annapurna ) . The country is incredibly beautiful. Our
conference was held here, at the foot of the towering Annapurna
range, and the rising sun at breakfast would turn the white tops
of the mountains rosy pink.

11. ( Suspension Bridge ) . In the gorges below the peaks, mountain
streams crossed by suspension bridges rush through green valleys
past thatched-roof mountain village homes.

12. ( Patient ) . But it is a land of sharp contrasts. The majesty
of the incredibly beautiful and the abasement of the incredibly
poor. They told us that Nepal is the second poorest country in the
world. The average annual income is only $160. These are the best
and perhaps only clothes this man owns as he sits on a bench hoping
to see a doctor in a Christian mission hospital.

13. (Midwife & New Mother ) . In an isolated Nepali village this
nurse-midwife has just helped a Nepali woman deliver a new baby.
One of every two babies born in Nepal will die before it is five
years old. 50% of all Nepali babies die before their fifth
birthday.

14. (Mother & Babies ) . Yet the babies keep coming and the birth-
rate keeps climbing, contributing to the poverty. Food production
increases a little every year but not enough to keep up with the
birth-rate. 91% of Nepal's laborers are involved in agriculture,
but only 17% of the land is arable. So the country gets poorer.

15. ( Bare Hills ) . And food production won't increase
indefinitely, for the land is being stripped for fuel. 90% of
Nepal's forests are already gone. Unlike Korea, Nepal has no coal
to use as fuel to save the forests.
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16. ( Landslide ) . The result of the deforestation is erosion; and
after erosion come the landslides, blocking highways, sometimes
wiping out whole villages. Part of the problem is that these
Himalyan mountains are the youngest in the world. That's why they
are the highest, but that's also why they are so unstable, still
shifting and settling, touching off slides like this which we
passed on the Chinese Communist-built east-west highway — one of
only two main roads in the country.

17. (Kathmandu ) . The capital is Kathmandu, a city of 422,000, and
this is one of its main streets, coming in from the airport. It
is still a mediaeval city. The whole atmosphere is mediaeval.

18. ( Immigration Office ) . Mediaeval and isolated. This is all
they have for their national immigration office, because no one
immigrates into Nepal. Tourists come and go. In fact, tourism is
the country's biggest industry. But no one stays. The three-
wheeled bicycle at left is a taxi. (They do have some cars)

.

19. ( Street Scene ) . Cows are the principal traffic hazards

—

sacred cows. If a driver has to choose between hitting a
pedestrian or a cow, he'll hit the pedestrian. Penalties are much
less for hitting a person than a cow. It's a Hindu country.

20. (Elephant). There are bigger traffic hazards than cows,
though. Here an elephant lumbers majestically down a Kathmandu
street as though he owned it completely. He's carrying firewood
in from the hills.

21. ( Elephant Gate ) . There are even special high gates for
elephants, like this one here. This is one of the marks of a
Nepali palace, but most of the palaces (and there are many) are not
very grand and rather run-down. High above the gate, on the right,
the red figure is a monkey-god. A monkey-god for an elephant gate!

22. (UMN Gate ) . There is no freedom of religion in Nepal. Here
at the entrance of the United Mission to Nepal, a Christian
mission, the little figure at the right is a Hindu idol. When the
missionaries rented the property and asked permission to remove the
idol, they were refused.

23. (Old Palace ) . The old royal palace in the center of the city
is still beautiful. It was built by the present reigning dynasty
which came to power about 200 years ago, led by a chief from the
warlike Gurkha clan, which still gives the British army some of its
toughest and most feared soldiers.

24. ( Close-up ) . The wood-carving, however, was not done by
Gurkhas but by another tribe, the Newars, the older inhabitants of

the Kathmandu plain, famous for their artistry and craftsmanship.
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25. ( Freak-Street ) . A moment ago I said Nepal had no immigrants.
That is not quite true. Look the other way from the old palace and
you are in another world, an alien, 20th-century world of drug
addicts and drop-outs. This is Freak Street, where the "Don't-
Pass-Me-By M Cafe on the left offers a grubby touch of Western food
to those who have lost interest in food and who crave only drugs.

26. ( Fountain ) . It's in Nepal that these flower children from the
West come to the end of the road, and they come when their money
runs out because drugs are cheaper here. Three times as Sam walked
down the street from this fountain in the plaza where the drop-outs
gather, he was openly approached by drug-pushers offering him a

bargain.

27. ( Bookstore ) . But there is a ray of light to be found even on
Freak Street, and in a country where conversion to the Christian
faith is against the law. This bookstore publicly displays a copy
of a book by Billy Graham, World Aflame .

28. ( Tibetans ) . The dropouts of the West aren't the only refugees
in Kathmandu. These are Tibetans, who fled from their mountain
homeland across the border and found haven in Nepal when Tibet was
taken by the Chinese communists in 1950.

29. (Wool-spinner ) . In dark refugee camps like this the sturdy
Tibetans set to work to earn a living and start life all over
again, spinning wool and making rugs like their ancestors.

30. (Man ) . The whole family works together, some drawing out the
thread like this man. .

.

31. (Woman ) . While his wife works cheerfully and uncomplainingly
all day at the endless task. .

.

32. ( Boy ) . And their boy plays outside in the sun. He doesn't
know he's a refugee. There's a cheerfulness to their faces that
tells something of the courage of their race — like the refugees
that poured out of North Korea from the communist persecutions

—

and never gave up hope.

33. (Weavers ) . And like many Koreans, some of these Tibetans look
astonishingly like American Indians (and are probably of the same
ancestry) ,

as they weave their gorgeous rugs.

34. ( Rug Shops ) . Outside, on the street that leads back into the
city, the rug shops hang out the beautiful patterned rugs, while
sacred cows stroll past indifferently. Like the old Peking rugs,
those carpets wear like iron.

35. ( SHM buying ) . And we couldn't resist the price; $80 for a 6

X 3 that would sell outside Nepal for $250 or more.
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36. ( Saleswoman ) . Sam was afraid he was cheating the Tibetan
woman who sold it to him, but from the smile that came over her
face when he handed her the money, I'm not sure who got the better
deal

!

37. ( Swavambhu Nath ). In the other direction outside Kathmandu
this temple stands on a small hill in the plain.

38. ( Courtyard ) . The jumbled disorder of the courtyard is a
symbol of the scrambled mixture of religions that is characteristic
of the country.

39. ( Buddha's Eve ). The huge blue eye of Buddha on the gilded
pagoda proclaims this temple to be Buddhist, though the country is
officially Hindu. The "eye" is the dominant Buddhist symbol there,
not the swastika ... not even the Buddhist statues.

40. ( Statue ) . Though there is a golden Buddha in the temple,
framed behind glass and guarded by a rough-looking priest. Note
the row of prayer candles burning at the base of the image.

41. (Neophytes ) . Around the corner a group of young novices are
in training for the priesthood. Buddhist priests in different
parts of the world wear different colors: saffron yellow in
Bangkok, gray in Korea, deep, dark red in Nepal.

42. (Masks ) . But right next to the Buddhist part of the temple
is a building guarded by a row of spirit masks, showing how deeply
the country's primitive animism (spirit worship) has infiltrated
its later Buddhism.

43. (Hindu Shrine ) . But the country itself is officially Hindu.
So the Buddhist temple has this Hindu shrine for those who want to
touch all the religious bases. [They say there is even an altar
somewhere on the hill in the temple to Jesus Christ, though we
could not find it.] Any god will do, as long as he shares the
space with other gods.

44. ( King Birendra ) . King Birendra of Nepal, riding with his
queen on an elephant, is a god in his own right, a Hindu god, and
Nepal is the only Hindu kingdom in the world, though it was in
Nepal that Buddha was born.

45. ( Kumar

i

) . He's not the only living god in the kingdom,
however. Back in the city plaza we heard a cry and saw people
rushing to a Hindu temple in one of the corners, and through a

doorway we saw an attendant carrying out this little 5-year-old
girl, with her frozen, painted face and empty eyes. "A real living

goddess", they told us. "Her name is Kumari, and once a year even

the king comes to worship her.
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46. ( Palancruin ) . From time to time, and we happened by at the
right time, she is brought out for a procession and carried through
the streets in this red sedan-chair for the common people to see
and worship. But when she reaches puberty, she will lose her deity
and be discarded for another goddess — another little girl chosen
at age three for a brief empty reign as the goddess Kumari.

47. ( Kathmandu Church ) . There is also a little Christian church
in Kathmandu, led by this Nepali pastor. Nepal is a closed
country, religiously speaking, but that does not mean it is illegal
to be a Christian. What is prohibited is changing your religion.
So, if you are already a Christian you can worship openly like
this

.

48. ( Bible ) . And you can carry and read a Nepali Bible like this
one in the hands of a Nepali woman. Bibles are not thought very
dangerous because most Nepalis can't read, anyway. Only 39% of
men and 12% of women can read. They say the over-all literacy rate
is about 29%.

49. ( Executive ) . But to change your religion from Hindu to
Christian, for example, as this man did, means arrest and
imprisonment — 6 months in jail. And when he baptized another
convert, just a few weeks before we met him, — as he explained to
us, that means he was facing a possible 6 years in jail.

50. ( Plywood ) . But the people in his town of Butwal don't want
him put into jail. He's too valuable and well-liked. He's not a
preacher. He's an engineer and administrator and business
executive, in this combination plywood factory. .

.

51. (Machine) ... and machine shop and technical training institute
which for the first time is bringing modern industry into his part
of rural Nepal.

52. ( Turbine ) . This is what the missionaries do there, since
public evangelism is forbidden. They find essential work to do;
things that will greatly help the country develop. These turbines
the German missionary is working on brought electricity to the
whole city.

53. (Methane Gas ) . And nearby in rural areas other missionaries
experiment with procedures for producing methane gas from cow dung
for vital energy needs.

54. ( Electric Lamp ) . And it works! No wonder the people don't
want Nepali partners of such people put in jail.

55. ( Doctor ) . Other missionaries are doctors, like Dr. Helen
Huston, a Canadian. She is examining a patient's goiter. Instead
of throwing the Christian doctors out of the country, the people
won't let them leave and are asking for more.
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56. (Tansen) . One of the first two western doctors to enter Nepal
was our Presbyterian missionary, Dr. Carl Friedericks and his wife,
Betty, who had earlier been thrown out of China by the Communists.
They hiked back up into those isolated interior mountains of west
central Nepal from India on a bird-watching expedition together
with a Methodist woman missionary doctor and her husband, the
Flemings. When they came into this mountain village of Tansen they
did some emergency surgery on six patients on a dirt floor with the
simplest of instruments.

57. ( Tansen village street ) . The villagers were stunned by such
"miracle workers". Carl says that all six people they operated on,
by all odds, should have died. But they all lived. And the
doctors were implored to come back.

58. ( Hospital ) . Carl and Betty Friedericks did come back - about
a year later, in 1954. And now there is a mission hospital in that
isolated, interior mountain village, which serves the entire west
central part of the country. People walk up there, sometimes
carrying patients on their backs from as far away as India. Part
of the support of this amazing hospital now comes from the Women's
Summer Medical offering.

59. ( Scouring pots ). As we walked from the village out to the
hospital on the outskirts, the people were very friendly.

60. (Women at Water ) . They are used to seeing the missionary
doctors, nurses, dentists, technicians, teachers and community
development workers from other countries walk past.

61. ( Foreign & Native child ) . And the missionaries' children are
no longer foreign to their community, either.

62. (Hospital again ) . That hospital means everything to those
people. Disease and suffering are constant companions. The
average life expectancy in Nepal is only 48 years.

63. (Mists in Valley ) . If you turn your eyes away from the swarms
of people seeking help and glance out the hospital window, it seems
like the end of nowhere; so high that when you look down the
valley, the clouds are below you.

64. ( Tansen Ridge ) . But in Nepali terms, it still wasn't very
high. Over the ridge the other way from the hospital were the
snowy peaks of the really high mountains, and our friends wanted
us to take the long incredibly steep and winding trip over to see
what they were doing at the base of those peaks. That was where
the United Mission to Nepal was about to hold its annual
conference.

65.

( Nepal Bus ) . We'll go by bus, they said. And my heart fell,

because I had seen Nepali buses.
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66. (Mountain Highway ) . I had also seen the Nepali roads we would
have to follow — landslides on one side, a sheer drop for hundreds
of feet on the other.

67. ( Our Bus ) . But I felt better when I saw the bus they had for
us — deluxe; and a bus stop in a Nepal mountain town is an
experience. The whole town seems to stop and turn out to greet
the travelers. Then everyone piles on - and late comers climb on
top

.

68. (Annapurna ) . The Mission conference was held in this
beautiful part of west central Nepal, at Pokhara, at the foot of
Machepuchra (or "Fishtail Mountain", in the Annapurna Range.

69. ( School ) . The boy's school in which we met was at the edge
of this . .

.

70. (Village ) . Nepali village - a typical one; dirt road,
thatched-roof homes...

71. ( Children ) . With lovely children playing by the side of the
road.

72. (UMN Missionaries ) . These missionaries of the United Mission
to Nepal come from 18 different countries; Germany, Finland,
Denmark, Ireland, England, Korea, Japan, Australia, the
Philippines, U.S.A., Canada and eight or nine other countries.
They are sent by 38 member bodies and several other agencies, all
working together under the United Mission to Nepal . There are 390
adult missionaries and 260 children there now.

73. ( SHM and Gordon Ruff ) . We Presbyterians USA are a part of it.
Gordon Ruff, of our Church, a long time missionary in India and
Nepal, was the Executive Director ten years ago and today seventeen
of the 390 missionaries who make up the United Mission to Nepal are
commissioned and sent out from our church.

74. ( Sam Preaching ). We were invited from Korea for the 25th
anniversary celebrations of the mission. Sam led a Bible study
each morning and gave an inspirational message each afternoon or
evening throughout the four or five days of the conference. On
Sunday he was invited to preach to this assembly, which included
both missionaries and local Nepali Christians.

75. ( Korean Church ) . It's far away from Korea - and vastly
different. One is never far from a church in Korea.

76. ( Korean Face ) . And about one in every four or five Koreans
is a Christian now.
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77. ( Chu Sun Dong ) . Korea is a missionary church. The Korean
Church has missionaries all over the world, from Nepal and Thailand
to Africa and Latin America. This Korean Christian is a missionary
to Guam. He and I worked together in the Korea Bible Club Movement
for several years before he and his wife made a decision to respond
to a clear call to foreign missionary service.

78. ( Elijah Gerqan ) . Some students are coming now to Korea from
Nepal - and its near neighbors - to learn more about how to
initiate mission work and establish a growing church. This is
Elijah Gergan, a Tibetan, now hard at work among his own people,
who studied with us for five years.

79. (Nepali Women ) . Nepal is a case study in how much the Gospel
is needed in the vast unreached parts of Asia. If you have
forgotten just what a transforming message the good news of Jesus
Christ is, come with me to Nepal...

80. (Missionary Bible Class ) . And sit in on a little Bible class
like this for several days and you will begin to see why from no
Christians in 1954, there are now 30,000 Christians in Nepal in
spite of all laws against conversion. I think you will come home
transformed, yourself. And then no one will have to ask you to
support "missions". These are people with real names who, in
meeting Jesus Christ, have found a different dimension to LIFE.
The sad thing is, there are still so many who have yet to hear.
We Presbyterians have so many resources. Let's get out there and
be about our Lord's business in places like Nepal.


